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Fig1.csv: plots the overlap proportion of the propagative field within a Silicon waveguide with a microdisk cavity made of AlGaAs against the gap distance between these 2 structures. Data organised in columns.
	Fig1-Inset.csv: plots the 2D field representation with its intensity colour coded at a wavelength of 1550 nm. Data organised as follow: Column A: Height values in microns. Row 2 is the data for lateral distance in microns. From row 3 column B to the end of the array (row 262 column WD) is the data of the field intensity values.
	Fig3.b.csv: plots a representative pixel intensity profile as recorded from the CCD camera and process this data by sequential differentiation and absolute evaluation. The data are arranged in columns: distance in nanometer in column A, the raw pixel values in column B. Columns C and D are respectively the 1st derivate of column B and the corresponding absolute values of C.
	Fig4.csv: describes the results of the statistical study using the technique exemplified in fig 3.b over a region of interest. The associated error is from this statistical analysis standard deviation as explained in the core of the document. The data is organised in columns.
	Fig5.csv: plots the measured optical transmission spectra of the hybrid device. The data is organised in columns with, respectively, the wavelength, the transmission in dBm and its normalised values in dB. Ciolumns A to C are for the waveguide alone, columns D to F are for the waveguide with the coupled microdisk.
	Fig5-Inset.csv: plots a close-up if a selected peak from Fig5.csv and a fit datapoint obtained from the equation given in the core of the document. Data organised in columns, with the raw data and the fit in dBm followed by the normalised values of this data in dB.

